
Act now to get your 2019 signature pink ribbon planners and calendars.

SHOP NOW

TWO
CAUSES

ONE
GOAL

Your support saves lives
ACCO Brands is proud to be a corporate partner of both the Breast Cancer Research Foundation and City of Hope®. Two of our top brands, AT-A-GLANCE® 

and, Day-Timer® offer a selection of products that fund research and support the fight for a cure by giving back to these organizations. Show your support to all 

those affected by breast cancer when you purchase one of our 2019 planning or organization products that feature the signature pink ribbon.  

AAG 76PN0605         $29.89 AAG 76PN0805        $28.29AAG SKPN7000         $21.99

AAG 76PN0105        $37.69

Day-Timer® Pink Ribbon
Two Page Per Week Refill 

DOING
GOOD
DOES YOU
GOOD

DTM 14210                                $29.79 DTM 48391                                $54.69

TwoCauses OneGoal

AT-A-GLANCE® QuickNotes® 
Special Edition Monthly Planner

AT-A-GLANCE® QuickNotes® 
Special Edition Monthly Planner

AT-A-GLANCE® QuickNotes® 
Special Edition Desk Pad

AT-A-GLANCE® QuickNotes® 
Special Edition Weekly/Monthly Planner

Day-Timer® Pink Ribbon 
Weekly/Monthly Appt Bk

Day-Timer® Pink Ribbon Leather 
Loose Leaf Starter Set, Snap-Tab

DTM 48434         $92.79



TWOCAUSES  ONEGOAL

The Breast Cancer Research Foundation (BCRF)’s mission is to advance 

the world’s most promising research to eradicate breast cancer in our 

lifetime. This year, BCRF has awarded $63 million in grants to support the 

work of nearly 300 scientists at leading medical and academic institutions 

across 14 countries, making BCRF the largest private funder of breast 

cancer research worldwide. Similarly, City of Hope's Breast Cancer 

Program provides state-of-the-art surgical, medical and 

radiation therapies.

BREAST CANCER RESEARCH FOUNDATION (BCRF) For Day-Timer® Items:

In 2019, ACCO Brands is donating 5% of the purchase price of this product with a 

minimum donation of $15,000 to the Breast Cancer Research Foundation® 

(BCRF). To date, ACCO Brands has contributed more than $1,000,000 to BCRF. 

BCRF's mission is to advance the world's most promising research to eradicate 

breast cancer. For more information about BCRF, visit www.bcrf.org. 

CITY OF HOPE For AT-A-GLANCE® Items:

ACCO Brands, the maker of AT-A-GLANCE® , supports the battle against breast 

cancer. Since 2008, more than $3.9 million has been donated to City of Hope for 

breast cancer research, treatment and education. For information about City of 

Hope, please visit CityofHope.org. 

TWOCAUSES  ONEGOAL

CBT20080

“I am eternally grateful 
to the researchers who 

are already working 
every day to find a cure. 
Research saved my life.”

Ann. diagnosed in 2007 & 2012


